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"The job is done, and thanks to you, the Atlantic Free Nation became our
allies," Tom said . "It looks like they will have five represents, and those
five will contact the other international leaders when the time comes . I
also gave them the phones to do so . What's the plan now?"

"I guess you guys should return to New York," Leon said . "It will take a
few days for the survivors to collect the dragons' hearts for me, even
though they are gladly doing that since my zombies are protecting their
borders . Anyway, Sarah said that she was short-handed, so you guys
really should return as soon as possible . "

"Got it, see you next time," Tom said .

In the end, Tom and the others mostly worked to buy the mana potions

Leon needed . In any case, there weren't really needed since the zombies
could protect the survivors while they rebuild the cities that were destroyed
and work to prepare for the next fights . Unlike Leon had imagined, they
were working hard to the next time be able to protect their hometowns
themselves instead of being saved by a stranger .

"I guess I will make the zombies disappear after one week just in case and
tell them that the zombies have an 'expiration date . ' That will work for
the best . "

That would work in order not to let the other nations rely on that skill too
much . Besides, Leon couldn't leave Las Vegas every single time



something unexpected happens . The countries working together had to
solve that themselves, obviously, Leon would help but once now and

then . Otherwise, everyone would rely too much on him .

"I'm going to investigate the areas around the dungeons of this continent .
" Leon declared . "What are you guys going to do?"

"We will accompany you, obviously," Betty said . "Amanda will get mad at
us if we leave you alone for a second . "

"Yes," Sasha nodded .

Leon couldn't help but shrug . Even though his little sister was quite scary
but at the same time cute when she was angry, he didn't feel that
intimidated . It was hard to understand why they were so serious about
such a silly job .

South America was too big and had more than three hundred dungeons, by
Leon's calculations, the survivors would need one week to collect all
dragon hearts, so he didn't have time to investigate every single dungeon .
But in the end, he didn't have to . After flying for a few hours, Leon found
one of the places where the dungeon breaks happened . It was a moths'
dungeon, the creatures were quite scary and ugly up close, but they were
weak against fire and electricity . . . However, Leon wasn't interested in
that . He got interested in the massive crater, which was in front of the
dungeon .

"Did a meteor fall here?" Betty asked .



"I don't see any meteor . . . " Sasha said .googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

The crater was massive; it was more or less two kilometers large and five
hundred meters deep . Leon and the others moved to the center of the
crater, but they didn't found any meteor . A meteor didn't fall there; a
monster created that crater with a powerful attack .

"This is weird . . . if an attack of a monster caused this, the impact should
have been felt at least in Porto Alegre . But the survivors there didn't
mention earthquakes or anything the like…"

Leon investigated several other dungeons, some had no weird things
nearby like craters, but some had . In some mountains that were nearby
dungeons in Chile, Leon found several of them that had been destroyed in

part by something .

"What could have caused all of this?" Betty asked .

"I don't think that even dragons can destroy mountains so easily," Sasha
said .

After searching for a few more days, Leon also found something even
more suspicious; he found craters that had been filled with sand . As if
someone was trying to hide their actions…googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

"Jesus Christ… I thought that only brain-dead monsters were the cause of
our problems, but that isn't the case . "



If a monster caused the dungeons breaks and destroyed mountains and
opened craters, it was a very smart monster since it was trying to hide the
things it did . It was still very weird, why it would go so far to cause
dungeon breaks and destroy several places only to conceal its trails sloppily?
It didn't make any sense…

Although Leon didn't want to rely too much on his zombies to clear
dungeons, he would use them to observe the dungeons for him if they

could, but they couldn't .

"We have to monitor all the dungeons in the world to avoid such disasters

again… but, it is impossible to put cameras near them to watch them in

real-time . "

Most places where the dungeons appeared got destroyed by the wave of
monsters, so there was no electricity . Thus they couldn't use vigilance
cameras . The only viable solution was to create a camera that works by
sucking mana from its surroundings . Still, according to Sarah, the people
studying the choppers were having a hard understanding of its
mechanisms .

Maybe Leon could ask for the Russian leader to monitor the dungeons, but
that was unreasonable, even if he still had control over some satellites, it
would be impossible for him to watch a thousand dungeons .

"You look troubled, Leon," Betty said .

"Shouldn't you feel troubled, too?" Leon asked .



"Usually, that would be the case, but after seeing thousands of dragons
destroying my hometown, I reached the conclusion that some things are
beyond human understanding," Betty said .

"… Who are you, and what did you do with the real Betty that I know?"
Leon smirked .

"You will need to try harder if you want to make me mad . " Betty looked
away .

Still, Betty had a point; some things were really beyond human
understanding . However, Leon didn't want just to accept that so readily .
He wanted to find out who or what caused the dungeon breaks and who or
what made monsters appear on Earth .

The job is done, and thanks to you, the Atlantic Free Nation became our
allies, Tom said . It looks like they will have five represents, and those five
will contact the other international leaders when the time comes . I also
gave them the phones to do so . Whats the plan now?

I guess you guys should return to New York, Leon said . It will take a few
days for the survivors to collect the dragons hearts for me, even though
they are gladly doing that since my zombies are protecting their borders .
Anyway, Sarah said that she was short-handed, so you guys really should
return as soon as possible .

Got it, see you next time, Tom said .

In the end, Tom and the others mostly worked to buy the mana potions

Leon needed . In any case, there werent really needed since the zombies



could protect the survivors while they rebuild the cities that were destroyed
and work to prepare for the next fights . Unlike Leon had imagined, they
were working hard to the next time be able to protect their hometowns
themselves instead of being saved by a stranger .

I guess I will make the zombies disappear after one week just in case and
tell them that the zombies have an expiration date . That will work for the
best .

That would work in order not to let the other nations rely on that skill too
much . Besides, Leon couldnt leave Las Vegas every single time
something unexpected happens . The countries working together had to
solve that themselves, obviously, Leon would help but once now and

then . Otherwise, everyone would rely too much on him .

Im going to investigate the areas around the dungeons of this continent .
Leon declared . What are you guys going to do?

We will accompany you, obviously, Betty said . Amanda will get mad at
us if we leave you alone for a second .

Yes, Sasha nodded .

Leon couldnt help but shrug . Even though his little sister was quite scary
but at the same time cute when she was angry, he didnt feel that
intimidated . It was hard to understand why they were so serious about
such a silly job .

South America was too big and had more than three hundred dungeons, by
Leons calculations, the survivors would need one week to collect all
dragon hearts, so he didnt have time to investigate every single dungeon .



But in the end, he didnt have to . After flying for a few hours, Leon found
one of the places where the dungeon breaks happened . It was a moths
dungeon, the creatures were quite scary and ugly up close, but they were
weak against fire and electricity . . . However, Leon wasnt interested in
that . He got interested in the massive crater, which was in front of the
dungeon .

Did a meteor fall here? Betty asked .

I dont see any meteor . . . Sasha said .

The crater was massive; it was more or less two kilometers large and five
hundred meters deep . Leon and the others moved to the center of the
crater, but they didnt found any meteor . A meteor didnt fall there; a
monster created that crater with a powerful attack .

This is weird . . . if an attack of a monster caused this, the impact should
have been felt at least in Porto Alegre . But the survivors there didnt
mention earthquakes or anything the like…

Leon investigated several other dungeons, some had no weird things
nearby like craters, but some had . In some mountains that were nearby
dungeons in Chile, Leon found several of them that had been destroyed in

part by something .

What could have caused all of this? Betty asked .

I dont think that even dragons can destroy mountains so easily, Sasha
said .



After searching for a few more days, Leon also found something even
more suspicious; he found craters that had been filled with sand . As if
someone was trying to hide their actions…

Jesus Christ… I thought that only brain-dead monsters were the cause of
our problems, but that isnt the case .

If a monster caused the dungeons breaks and destroyed mountains and
opened craters, it was a very smart monster since it was trying to hide the
things it did . It was still very weird, why it would go so far to cause
dungeon breaks and destroy several places only to conceal its trails sloppily?
It didnt make any sense…

Although Leon didnt want to rely too much on his zombies to clear
dungeons, he would use them to observe the dungeons for him if they

could, but they couldnt .

We have to monitor all the dungeons in the world to avoid such disasters
again… but, it is impossible to put cameras near them to watch them in

real-time .

Most places where the dungeons appeared got destroyed by the wave of
monsters, so there was no electricity . Thus they couldnt use vigilance
cameras . The only viable solution was to create a camera that works by
sucking mana from its surroundings . Still, according to Sarah, the people
studying the choppers were having a hard understanding of its
mechanisms .

Maybe Leon could ask for the Russian leader to monitor the dungeons, but
that was unreasonable, even if he still had control over some satellites, it
would be impossible for him to watch a thousand dungeons .



You look troubled, Leon, Betty said .

Shouldnt you feel troubled, too? Leon asked .

Usually, that would be the case, but after seeing thousands of dragons
destroying my hometown, I reached the conclusion that some things are
beyond human understanding, Betty said .

… Who are you, and what did you do with the real Betty that I know?
Leon smirked .

You will need to try harder if you want to make me mad . Betty looked
away .

Still, Betty had a point; some things were really beyond human
understanding . However, Leon didnt want just to accept that so readily .
He wanted to find out who or what caused the dungeon breaks and who or
what made monsters appear on Earth .

Novel Chapter 182
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One week have passed in the blink of an eye while Leon, Betty, and Sasha investigated
some of the dungeons in South America . He also made his zombies melt, and he gave
the excuse he planned beforehand . Anyway, it was time to collect the dragon hearts
and go home, even though Leon didn't feel like that incident had been solved . After
checking the dungeons in several parts of South America, Leon concluded that
whatever caused the dungeons breaks wasn't nearby anymore .



"Well… I guess I shouldn't look for that thing so eagerly . That creature caused
hundred of dungeons to break, and it also has the power to control monsters to some
extent… that thing is clearly way out of my league . "

After collecting thousands of dragon hearts in Porto Alegre, Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro,
and Salvador, Leon met Pedro again . Although only in Fortaleza they suffered
casualties, Pedro still received him warmly .

"It's good to see you guys again," Pedro said . "Mission Accomplished, so it's finally
time to return home, huh?"

"Yeah, I tried to investigate the dungeons, but I only found more questions than
answers . . . " Leon sighed . "Anyway, keep in touch with us, all right? If something

unusual happens, I want to hear it as soon as possible . "

"Got it," Pedro nodded . "I didn't ask before because you were quite busy, but you are
the one who is teaching how to heal wounds, right?"
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"Yes… and you can send some of your men to learn it . " Leon sighed . "But it won't be
easy, so it is better if you send archers and mages first since they are more or less used
to mana . "

Leon only learned that afterward, but Pedro was one of the five representatives of the
Atlantic Free Nation . He was a very busy person since he was also the best archer and
one of the strongest survivors .

"Yes, we will," Pedro said .



Leon left Fortaleza carrying thousands of dragon hearts; he would have to eat only
those for a while . Those were very convenient, but for efficiency's sake, Leon decided
to share them with his friends .

Anyway, Leon could have obtained several magic weapons and a few tomes, but he
decided to leave them to the survivors of the Atlantic Free Nation since he didn't need
them . However, those would be given to the civilians who wanted to become soldiers,
after facing such a threat, several of them decided to become soldiers . That was good
and all, but it would take a long time before they obtain the power necessary to fight .

Sponsored Content
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"I thought we would have to stay away from home for several weeks…" Betty said as
soon as they started to fly . "Although we more or less succeeded in doing what we
came to do, I can't feel like I did much . "

"I'm the same…" Sasha lowered her head .

Leon didn't say anything, he worked hard, but like those two, he didn't feel that victory
came thanks to their hard work . Still, there was no point in moping around, the only
thing they could do was to keep training day in and day out in order not let something
like that happen again, and by that Leon was referring to complete the mission thanks to
sheer dumb luck or thanks to outside help .

Although Leon, Betty, and Sasha could have returned home a lot faster, it took them
five days to arrive at Las Vegas because Leon still wanted to check the dungeons on the
way . Still, they found nothing . Regardless, Leon and the others arrived just on time to
see Amanda, Maya, Hector, Gisella, and Lenart lunching .



"Oh, you are finally back!" Amanda jumped from her chair . "Sarah told me that you
guys saved the day again… but you don't look pleased . "
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"Well, it is a long story…" Leon forced a smile . "We can talk about it later . "

After lunchtime, everyone reunited in the garden soon after Maya fell asleep . She was
a kid who was growing fast every single day so that she couldn't skip her afternoon
naps . Regardless, Leon explained to the others what happened, but he still kept the
voice he heard as a secret . There was a chance that someone didn't use Telepathy to
talk with him, and perhaps that voice was a symptom of him going crazy… either way,
it was a good idea to keep that as a secret .

"I see… that is certainly suspicious . " Hector rubbed his chin . " Did you see any sign
outside the dungeons aside from the destruction caused by the monsters and those
craters?"

"No, I doubt that even if the monsters hadn't destroyed everything we could have find,"
Leon answered . "The monster that caused the dungeon breaks can probably fly so that
it wouldn't leave any trails behind . "

"Why do you think that?" Amanda asked .

"Because I think the monster who caused the dungeon breaks has some really powerful
magic skills," Leon explained . "I can't imagine a fist causing so much destruction, even
if a fist caused that, why we didn't find any other signs of a melee fight?"



"That makes sense…" Hector said . "However, why the monster who caused the
dungeon breaks left such signs of destruction? Dungeon breaks decreased here, but
now and then they still happen, but the spies who cause them don't leave such obvious
sign of their presences . "

"That's the one million dollar question," Leon said . "We can't monitor all the dungeons,
and we don't have enough information to figure it out such a thing… so we can only

keep our eyes wide open and don't lower our guards… Well, enough of that . I finally
discovered how to regenerate lost limbs, Gisela . "

"Is that so, master?" Gisela asked excitedly . "As expected of you, master!"

"Yeah… but I don't think it will be a very pleasant experience . " Leon hesitated .

One week have passed in the blink of an eye while Leon, Betty, and Sasha investigated
some of the dungeons in South America . He also made his zombies melt, and he gave
the excuse he planned beforehand . Anyway, it was time to collect the dragon hearts
and go home, even though Leon didnt feel like that incident had been solved . After
checking the dungeons in several parts of South America, Leon concluded that
whatever caused the dungeons breaks wasnt nearby anymore .

Well… I guess I shouldnt look for that thing so eagerly . That creature caused hundred
of dungeons to break, and it also has the power to control monsters to some extent…
that thing is clearly way out of my league .

After collecting thousands of dragon hearts in Porto Alegre, Sao Paulo, Rio de Janeiro,
and Salvador, Leon met Pedro again . Although only in Fortaleza they suffered
casualties, Pedro still received him warmly .

Its good to see you guys again, Pedro said . Mission Accomplished, so its finally time
to return home, huh?



Yeah, I tried to investigate the dungeons, but I only found more questions than
answers . . . Leon sighed . Anyway, keep in touch with us, all right? If something

unusual happens, I want to hear it as soon as possible .

Got it, Pedro nodded . I didnt ask before because you were quite busy, but you are the
one who is teaching how to heal wounds, right?

Yes… and you can send some of your men to learn it . Leon sighed . But it wont be
easy, so it is better if you send archers and mages first since they are more or less used
to mana .

Leon only learned that afterward, but Pedro was one of the five representatives of the
Atlantic Free Nation . He was a very busy person since he was also the best archer and
one of the strongest survivors .

Yes, we will, Pedro said .

Leon left Fortaleza carrying thousands of dragon hearts; he would have to eat only
those for a while . Those were very convenient, but for efficiencys sake, Leon decided
to share them with his friends .

Anyway, Leon could have obtained several magic weapons and a few tomes, but he
decided to leave them to the survivors of the Atlantic Free Nation since he didnt need
them . However, those would be given to the civilians who wanted to become soldiers,
after facing such a threat, several of them decided to become soldiers . That was good
and all, but it would take a long time before they obtain the power necessary to fight .

I thought we would have to stay away from home for several weeks… Betty said as
soon as they started to fly . Although we more or less succeeded in doing what we came
to do, I cant feel like I did much .

Im the same… Sasha lowered her head .



Leon didnt say anything, he worked hard, but like those two, he didnt feel that victory
came thanks to their hard work . Still, there was no point in moping around, the only
thing they could do was to keep training day in and day out in order not let something
like that happen again, and by that Leon was referring to complete the mission thanks to
sheer dumb luck or thanks to outside help .

Although Leon, Betty, and Sasha could have returned home a lot faster, it took them
five days to arrive at Las Vegas because Leon still wanted to check the dungeons on the
way . Still, they found nothing . Regardless, Leon and the others arrived just on time to
see Amanda, Maya, Hector, Gisella, and Lenart lunching .

Oh, you are finally back! Amanda jumped from her chair . Sarah told me that you guys
saved the day again… but you dont look pleased .

Well, it is a long story… Leon forced a smile . We can talk about it later .

After lunchtime, everyone reunited in the garden soon after Maya fell asleep . She was
a kid who was growing fast every single day so that she couldnt skip her afternoon
naps . Regardless, Leon explained to the others what happened, but he still kept the
voice he heard as a secret . There was a chance that someone didnt use Telepathy to talk
with him, and perhaps that voice was a symptom of him going crazy… either way, it
was a good idea to keep that as a secret .

I see… that is certainly suspicious . Hector rubbed his chin . Did you see any sign
outside the dungeons aside from the destruction caused by the monsters and those
craters?

No, I doubt that even if the monsters hadnt destroyed everything we could have find,
Leon answered . The monster that caused the dungeon breaks can probably fly so that it
wouldnt leave any trails behind .

Why do you think that? Amanda asked .



Because I think the monster who caused the dungeon breaks has some really powerful
magic skills, Leon explained . I cant imagine a fist causing so much destruction, even if
a fist caused that, why we didnt find any other signs of a melee fight?

That makes sense… Hector said . However, why the monster who caused the dungeon
breaks left such signs of destruction? Dungeon breaks decreased here, but now and

then they still happen, but the spies who cause them dont leave such obvious sign of

their presences .

Thats the one million dollar question, Leon said . We cant monitor all the dungeons,
and we dont have enough information to figure it out such a thing… so we can only
keep our eyes wide open and dont lower our guards… Well, enough of that . I finally
discovered how to regenerate lost limbs, Gisela .

Is that so, master? Gisela asked excitedly . As expected of you, master!

Yeah… but I dont think it will be a very pleasant experience . Leon hesitated .
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Actions speak louder than words, so Leon decided to show rather than explain

the process . Betty and Sasha looked at Leon, worried, but they couldn't stop
him . They were aware of how inconvenient it was to live without an arm and

a leg . Leon could move using earth, but it wasn't natural .

"Well . . . here goes nothing . " Leon sighed to calm down his nerves .



This time Leon would try to regenerate his whole arm, so the pain would be
much more intense and prolonged . So, he needed to prepare himself
mentally . Otherwise, some unexpected things may happen in the process,
causing some kind of anomaly . Precisely, Leon imagined that he would
create a monster instead of his arm . . . Regardless, his fears didn't stop him .

Leon concentrated and focused as much as mana as possible on his right
shoulders, and then he stimulated . . . then it happened . Little by little,
Leon's arm started to regenerate itself . Leon felt like his own mana was
damaging him from inside out, but in fact, his mana was just creating the path
that connected his arm to his brain . The pain made Leon fell on his knees,
but he kept himself concentrated all thanks to the fact that he could feel little
by little his lost arm again .

The pain only stopped after half an hour, but despite the pain being gone,
Leon felt like crap . The mental strain wasn't something to laugh at; he didn't
collapse because he was prepared for it . Still, Leon felt like the pain was
worth the trouble when he tried to get up and feel his right hand again .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Full-Recover .

Cost: 1000 mana

Restores: 500 health, dispel all negative effects, and restores the body to its
original state .

Cooldown time: 10 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .



Now Leon couldn't help but frown, he just wanted to find a way to heal his
limbs, but it looked like he ended up discovering one hell of a useful skill .
He would celebrate if he could, but he stopped when he finally noticed
everyone nearby looking at him worriedly .

"I guess this is it…"Leon forced a smile . "I guess it wasn't so bad,
right?"googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

"You looked like a fish out of water that was being electrocuted to the
death…" Amanda frowned . "If you think that is normal, then perhaps you are
not right . How do you feel now?"

"Pretty good actually, refreshed," Leon said while he checked his fingers and
right arm . "I guess the skill really regenerated my arm to its original state…

The process won't be easy, Gisela, since this skill forces your cells to
regenerate to the point where they multiply . Are you ready?"

"Yes, I'm ready, master!" Gisela said, full of vigor .

"Wait a minute, sister…" Lennart said . "Shouldn't you prepare yourself
mentally for a few days, you heard his moans of pain, but it is worse than you
have imagined, you know . "

"I know, but I can't wait any longer," Gisela
said .googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });



The pain would make her probably pass out, but since Gisela was so eager,
Leon didn't hesitate either . Besides, they needed to heal her as much as
possible, because there was no room to relax . From that day onward, Leon
decided to train seriously, putting his life and his friends' lives on the line .
He received congratulations for completing the job and protecting the
survivors of the Atlantic Free Nation . However, he didn't forget that feeling
when he saw those five hundred soldiers and many others dying in front of
him . He hadn't been powerful enough to save them, and he never wanted to
rely on outside factors to succeed in anything ever again .

Gisela stepped forward, and Leon touched her cheeks, that was another
problem of Full-Recover, he needed to touch the person who he was
supposed to heal . However, he already expected that much . With the full

knowledge of the skill in his brain, Leon only had to think of activating the
skill, and then it started to happen . Gisela started to moan in pain and sweat
bullets; it didn't take long for her to fall on her knees and tremble too . But as
if she wanted to make Leon less guilty, she endured the pain and got used to
it as much as possible .

The area healed was smaller, so, Gisela only suffered for five minutes, but
when the pain was gone, she collapsed . Lennart worriedly moved toward her
and checked her pulse; it was normal . She just passed out due to the mental
strain . However, such worries almost disappeared when Lennart took out the
bandages Gisela had on her head . He got speechless… his sister's eyelids
were there, and there wasn't a single sign of scars . He gently raised her
eyelids, and then he saw the eyeballs .

"Oh my God… it's healed!" Lennart shouted .



"Don't celebrate yet; we have to check her eyes when she wakes up," Leon
said .

"Yes! Yes! Thank you very much!" Lennart said and hurried to shake Leon's
hands .

"Like I said…" Leon sighed .

Before Leon could finish his sentence, Lennart carried his sister to her room .
The others approached to congratulate Leon, but they soon stopped when they
saw his serious face . He just learned an unbelievable spell, but he wasn't
satisfied with that, he wanted more .

"Is there something on your mind, brother?" Amanda asked .

"Yes, a lot of things…" Leon said . "However, don't worry . You guys only to
have about keeping yourselves alive from now . We will train as much as

possible to obtain the power to create our own luck . For the time being, you
guys can rest . But from tomorrow onward, we will train while putting our
lives on the line… by the way, you should only cook food for Maya from
now on .

"… Why?" Amanda frowned .

"Because our food now will be dragon hearts day in and day out," Leon
answered . "By the way, I will create an underground training arena under
your house . I hope you don't mind . "



Actions speak louder than words, so Leon decided to show rather than explain

the process . Betty and Sasha looked at Leon, worried, but they couldnt stop
him . They were aware of how inconvenient it was to live without an arm and

a leg . Leon could move using earth, but it wasnt natural .

Well . . . here goes nothing . Leon sighed to calm down his nerves .

This time Leon would try to regenerate his whole arm, so the pain would be
much more intense and prolonged . So, he needed to prepare himself
mentally . Otherwise, some unexpected things may happen in the process,
causing some kind of anomaly . Precisely, Leon imagined that he would
create a monster instead of his arm . . . Regardless, his fears didnt stop him .

Leon concentrated and focused as much as mana as possible on his right
shoulders, and then he stimulated . . . then it happened . Little by little, Leons
arm started to regenerate itself . Leon felt like his own mana was damaging
him from inside out, but in fact, his mana was just creating the path that
connected his arm to his brain . The pain made Leon fell on his knees, but he
kept himself concentrated all thanks to the fact that he could feel little by little
his lost arm again .

The pain only stopped after half an hour, but despite the pain being gone,
Leon felt like crap . The mental strain wasnt something to laugh at; he didnt
collapse because he was prepared for it . Still, Leon felt like the pain was
worth the trouble when he tried to get up and feel his right hand again .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Full-Recover .

Cost: 1000 mana



Restores: 500 health, dispel all negative effects, and restores the body to its
original state .

Cooldown time: 10 seconds .

You obtained 01 status points .

Now Leon couldnt help but frown, he just wanted to find a way to heal his
limbs, but it looked like he ended up discovering one hell of a useful skill .
He would celebrate if he could, but he stopped when he finally noticed
everyone nearby looking at him worriedly .

I guess this is it…Leon forced a smile . I guess it wasnt so bad, right?

You looked like a fish out of water that was being electrocuted to the death…
Amanda frowned . If you think that is normal, then perhaps you are not right .
How do you feel now?

Pretty good actually, refreshed, Leon said while he checked his fingers and
right arm . I guess the skill really regenerated my arm to its original state…

The process wont be easy, Gisela, since this skill forces your cells to
regenerate to the point where they multiply . Are you ready?

Yes, Im ready, master! Gisela said, full of vigor .

Wait a minute, sister… Lennart said . Shouldnt you prepare yourself mentally
for a few days, you heard his moans of pain, but it is worse than you have
imagined, you know .



I know, but I cant wait any longer, Gisela said .

The pain would make her probably pass out, but since Gisela was so eager,
Leon didnt hesitate either . Besides, they needed to heal her as much as
possible, because there was no room to relax . From that day onward, Leon
decided to train seriously, putting his life and his friends lives on the line . He
received congratulations for completing the job and protecting the survivors
of the Atlantic Free Nation . However, he didnt forget that feeling when he
saw those five hundred soldiers and many others dying in front of him . He
hadnt been powerful enough to save them, and he never wanted to rely on
outside factors to succeed in anything ever again .

Gisela stepped forward, and Leon touched her cheeks, that was another
problem of Full-Recover, he needed to touch the person who he was
supposed to heal . However, he already expected that much . With the full

knowledge of the skill in his brain, Leon only had to think of activating the
skill, and then it started to happen . Gisela started to moan in pain and sweat
bullets; it didnt take long for her to fall on her knees and tremble too . But as
if she wanted to make Leon less guilty, she endured the pain and got used to
it as much as possible .

The area healed was smaller, so, Gisela only suffered for five minutes, but
when the pain was gone, she collapsed . Lennart worriedly moved toward her
and checked her pulse; it was normal . She just passed out due to the mental
strain . However, such worries almost disappeared when Lennart took out the
bandages Gisela had on her head . He got speechless… his sisters eyelids

were there, and there wasnt a single sign of scars . He gently raised her
eyelids, and then he saw the eyeballs .

Oh my God… its healed! Lennart shouted .



Dont celebrate yet; we have to check her eyes when she wakes up, Leon said .

Yes! Yes! Thank you very much! Lennart said and hurried to shake Leons
hands .

Like I said… Leon sighed .

Before Leon could finish his sentence, Lennart carried his sister to her room .
The others approached to congratulate Leon, but they soon stopped when they
saw his serious face . He just learned an unbelievable spell, but he wasnt
satisfied with that, he wanted more .

Is there something on your mind, brother? Amanda asked .

Yes, a lot of things… Leon said . However, dont worry . You guys only to
have about keeping yourselves alive from now . We will train as much as

possible to obtain the power to create our own luck . For the time being, you
guys can rest . But from tomorrow onward, we will train while putting our
lives on the line… by the way, you should only cook food for Maya from
now on .

… Why? Amanda frowned .

Because our food now will be dragon hearts day in and day out, Leon
answered . By the way, I will create an underground training arena under your
house . I hope you dont mind .
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Every single person had heard of Dragon Hearts and their power . However,
only a few nations have dungeons where they could obtain those . Leon
considered the idea of causing a few dungeon breaks to get them, but
considering that he had thousands of them inside his magic box, that was a
plan for the future . In any case, every soldier dreamed of someday eating
them since they granted status bonuses, but they were expensive, and most
countries who had, didn't sell them . Amanda was also one of those who
thought that it would be awesome if she could eat a few . . . but she changed
her mind when she saw the real thing .

"What an unsightly thing…" Amanda frowned .

"It is the core of a monster… it isn't supposed to be a masterpiece of a cook;
it is supposed to keep them alive and working . " Leon explained . "Anyway,
it's relatively big, and it's ugly . However, it can be cooked, and it's
delicious . So try not to be so pesky . "

It was the size of the human head, and since it was pure meat, it could easily
be a regular meal of someone who has a big appetite . Most people would
have a hard time eating something so big, but it was necessary to gain status
bonuses .

"Leon, why the sudden interest in training?" Hector frowned .
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"… What would happen if the dragons return to attack us again?" Leon
asked .

"Many people would die…" Hector answered .

"How would you feel if you see hundreds of people dying in front of you in

such a situation?" Leon asked again .

"… Powerless, I guess . " Hector answered .
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"That is the kind of scenario I want to avoid," Leon explained . "We are more

or less practicing everyday magic and our fighting styles against monsters,
but I can't remember the last time I really struggled in a fight after I left the
island . I learned a few tricks since then, but I don't think I grew all that

much . Besides, skills and spells level up faster if you use them in real

targets . "

Well, I know that…" Hector scratched the back of his head . "But we are not
even on the same level as Betty and Lennart are . I think you can find better
sparring partners . "



"… I don't need sparring partners; I need to train with those I can trust . "
Leon sighed . "If something like this happens again, but this time several
cities get attacked at the same time . What do you think will happen?"

"I guess you won't be able to protect all of them unless you use your

zombies," Hector answered .
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"That's right . However, I won't use that skill unless it's absolutely
necessary . " Leon explained . "The world can't rely on a single person .
Besides, if I make the zombies do all the work, you guys or I won't be able to
grow . If we rely too much on that skill, eventually, we will face an
unbeatable enemy because our growth stopped . When that time comes, not
even zombies will save us . "

"I guess the battle in Fortaleza left quite the mark in you," Hector said .

"Yes, it did . " Leon closed his eyes . "And I don't want to feel like that ever
again . So, just prepare yourselves because I need you guys to reach my
power level . "

"Well, if that is your goal, then bring it on!" Hector smirked . "I want to obtain
the power to kick your ass and make you stop talking crap to me every
goddamn day . Ouch!"



Amanda kicked Hector's leg because he was getting carried away .
Regardless, everyone accepted the idea . Leon wasn't the one who think they
were relying on himself too much . However, they couldn't do anything about
it since they had responsibilities, and fight difficult enemies became almost
impossible with so many soldiers in Las Vegas . But now they could

themselves growing using dragon hearts and training with someone who did
only that literally for years .

After that, everyone went to do their own things . While Lennart was looking

after Gisela, Amanda and Hector used their free time to stay with Maya . As
for Betty and Sasha, they went to their rooms to rest since they couldn't sleep
well on Leon's earth platform . Leon spent the rest of the day teaching the
soldiers of that city and informing them that he would change the time of the
lessons . To make things more efficient, he would teach the four groups from
08:00 AM to 04:00 PM . During that time, the soldiers who would protect
the city would be Hector's subordinates and any of the soldiers who might
skip their turn of watching the boundaries of the city . Would get kicked out

immediately from the lessons .

After dinner, Leon started to work on his new project, the underground
training arena . Fortunately, there was no sewer under Amanda's house, so
Leon had an easy time creating the arena . He just had to dig, move the earth
to outside the city, and reinforce the wall with steel plates to avoid the
collapse of the place .

Leon worked hard, and since he received those items that increased his
recovery from the survivors of Fortaleza as a gift, he finished the job in a
single night . With all his mana, Leon could move sixty tons of earth every
minute . If moving so much earth wasn't such a slow process, he probably
would use it as a means of attack . Anyway, when it dawned, Leon had
finished the two hundred meters long and wide arena . It was located fifty



meters under Amanda's house, and even though it wasn't only ten meters tall,
Leon had enough room to fly . The interior was lacking a little since it was
too simplistic, but he was satisfied with, nonetheless .

"Now, I just need to make the time pass here three hundred and sixty-five
times faster… just kidding . "

Every single person had heard of Dragon Hearts and their power . However,
only a few nations have dungeons where they could obtain those . Leon
considered the idea of causing a few dungeon breaks to get them, but
considering that he had thousands of them inside his magic box, that was a
plan for the future . In any case, every soldier dreamed of someday eating
them since they granted status bonuses, but they were expensive, and most
countries who had, didnt sell them . Amanda was also one of those who
thought that it would be awesome if she could eat a few . . . but she changed
her mind when she saw the real thing .

What an unsightly thing… Amanda frowned .

It is the core of a monster… it isnt supposed to be a masterpiece of a cook; it
is supposed to keep them alive and working . Leon explained . Anyway, its
relatively big, and its ugly . However, it can be cooked, and its delicious . So
try not to be so pesky .

It was the size of the human head, and since it was pure meat, it could easily
be a regular meal of someone who has a big appetite . Most people would
have a hard time eating something so big, but it was necessary to gain status
bonuses .



Leon, why the sudden interest in training? Hector frowned .

… What would happen if the dragons return to attack us again? Leon asked .

Many people would die… Hector answered .

How would you feel if you see hundreds of people dying in front of you in
such a situation? Leon asked again .

… Powerless, I guess . Hector answered .

That is the kind of scenario I want to avoid, Leon explained . We are more or

less practicing everyday magic and our fighting styles against monsters, but I
cant remember the last time I really struggled in a fight after I left the island .
I learned a few tricks since then, but I dont think I grew all that much .
Besides, skills and spells level up faster if you use them in real targets .

Well, I know that… Hector scratched the back of his head . But we are not
even on the same level as Betty and Lennart are . I think you can find better
sparring partners .

… I dont need sparring partners; I need to train with those I can trust . Leon
sighed . If something like this happens again, but this time several cities get
attacked at the same time . What do you think will happen?

I guess you wont be able to protect all of them unless you use your zombies,
Hector answered .



Thats right . However, I wont use that skill unless its absolutely necessary .
Leon explained . The world cant rely on a single person . Besides, if I make
the zombies do all the work, you guys or I wont be able to grow . If we rely
too much on that skill, eventually, we will face an unbeatable enemy because
our growth stopped . When that time comes, not even zombies will save us .

I guess the battle in Fortaleza left quite the mark in you, Hector said .

Yes, it did . Leon closed his eyes . And I dont want to feel like that ever
again . So, just prepare yourselves because I need you guys to reach my
power level .

Well, if that is your goal, then bring it on! Hector smirked . I want to obtain
the power to kick your ass and make you stop talking crap to me every
goddamn day . Ouch!

Amanda kicked Hectors leg because he was getting carried away . Regardless,
everyone accepted the idea . Leon wasnt the one who think they were relying
on himself too much . However, they couldnt do anything about it since they
had responsibilities, and fight difficult enemies became almost impossible
with so many soldiers in Las Vegas . But now they could themselves growing

using dragon hearts and training with someone who did only that literally for
years .

After that, everyone went to do their own things . While Lennart was looking

after Gisela, Amanda and Hector used their free time to stay with Maya . As
for Betty and Sasha, they went to their rooms to rest since they couldnt sleep
well on Leons earth platform . Leon spent the rest of the day teaching the
soldiers of that city and informing them that he would change the time of the
lessons . To make things more efficient, he would teach the four groups from



08:00 AM to 04:00 PM . During that time, the soldiers who would protect
the city would be Hectors subordinates and any of the soldiers who might skip
their turn of watching the boundaries of the city . Would get kicked out

immediately from the lessons .

After dinner, Leon started to work on his new project, the underground
training arena . Fortunately, there was no sewer under Amandas house, so
Leon had an easy time creating the arena . He just had to dig, move the earth
to outside the city, and reinforce the wall with steel plates to avoid the
collapse of the place .

Leon worked hard, and since he received those items that increased his
recovery from the survivors of Fortaleza as a gift, he finished the job in a
single night . With all his mana, Leon could move sixty tons of earth every
minute . If moving so much earth wasnt such a slow process, he probably
would use it as a means of attack . Anyway, when it dawned, Leon had
finished the two hundred meters long and wide arena . It was located fifty
meters under Amandas house, and even though it wasnt only ten meters tall,
Leon had enough room to fly . The interior was lacking a little since it was
too simplistic, but he was satisfied with, nonetheless .

Now, I just need to make the time pass here three hundred and sixty-five
times faster… just kidding .
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After that crazy idea, Leon decided to put how to control time on the list of

crazy things he wanted to learn using mana . It was one hell of a big goal, but
it was better to have big goals to keep himself motivated . Although Leon
wanted to rest, he moved to the place where he would train the survivors after
having breakfast with his friends . Gisela was yet to wake up, but by her
semblance, it looked like she would wake up very soon .

Just as Leon had expected, Gisela woke up in the early afternoon, and
everyone looked pretty happy for her . The use of the skill was a success
because Gisela could even cry again, and that was the first thing she did when
Leon returned .

"Master! Thank you very much!" Gisela smiled while she let her tears flow .

"I presume there is nothing wrong with your eyesight, Am I right?" Leon
asked .

"Yes!" Gisela said .

"Good; for the time being, you should rest and pick a weapon to use," Leon
said . "Our training sessions start today after dinner . "

Just as Leon said, after dinner, they reunited themselves at the training
ground . However, since someone would have to look after Maya while she
sleeps and in case something happens to the city, that day, Gisela and Lennart
stayed behind .
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"Ugh, I feel sick . " Betty moaned while she made an expression of
discomfort .

"The meat was good… but only eating meat is a bit…" Hector looked as if he
was about to throw up .

Congratulations! Your Endurance increased by 1 point .

Congratulations! Your Mana increased by 1 point .

Congratulations! Your Mana increased by 1 point .

While everyone had a hard time eating a single dragon heart, Leon ate three
of them . However, he was also feeling sick, but a few minutes of exercising

should help with that .
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"So, Leon… how are you going to do this?" Sasha asked .



"I don't have anything special in mind, let's just focus on the basics and spar
now and then," Leon explained . "Moving around with the stomach full won't
be easy . So, let's start doing some strength training . "

Even Amanda had more strength than Leon, so he lacked a bit in that aspect .
In any case, just pulling weight wouldn't help them, Leon and the others
needed to gain strength while also training with their weapons . So, Leon
created a copy of everyone's weapons made of steel but a lot heavier .

"This is… heavy…" Amanda's face was red while carrying a big steel bow on

her hands and a quiver filled with steel arrows on her back .

"Try to move a little while trying to emulate your usual patterns of attacks,"
Leon said .

Leon postponed until now, but it was time to regenerate his right leg .
Although he used steel spears to attack most of the time, he would train to use
swords and other weapons since he had them, and to do that; he would need
his other leg . While everyone was busy trying to adjust themselves with the

weight of their training weapons, Leon regenerated his leg . He regretted
doing that while his stomach was still full, but once he confirmed that his leg
was back and totally fine, Leon felt like the suffering had been worth it .
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Although Leon had two swords, he wasn't skillful in any way to use both of
them at the same time . So, Leon just created a copy of his katana and made
it heavier . Still, swinging around a weapon like that wouldn't let him learn

anything, it was better to learn how to use it by learning from someone or by

fighting properly .

"Well, there isn't anyone here who uses a katana, and right now, everyone is
practicing by themselves to increase their strength and endurance… So, I
guess I should just practice a few simple swings . "

Leon's weapons helped his friends more than he thought, it was part of their
routine to do some strength training, but now that they had superhuman

strength, it was hard to find new ways to push their muscles to the limit . But
with those weapons, reaching their limits wasn't difficult . In just one hour,
even Hector and Betty, who had a lot of stamina, couldn't move their arms
anymore .

"This is kind of refreshing," Hector said, covered in sweat, but smiling . "Can
you make an even heavier lance?"

"I can… but we are not going to do strength training for hours . " Leon
answered . "It is not good to be a jack of all trades, but I don't think you can
solve everything with physical strength or magic powers alone . We will train

both here, while also training to dodge attacks and projectiles as much as
possible . Speaking of which, we will train now our reaction time and evasive

maneuvers . "

"I'm more like a blocking type so that I will pass on that training," Hector
said .



"Can you block a meteor?" Leon asked .

"… Do you think we will face enemies who can summon meteors to attack

us?" Hector frowned .

"I don't know, just like any of us didn't know that someday our civilization

would be destroyed by dragons," Leon said .

"Geez… you are really pessimistic, aren't you?" Hector asked .

"Perhaps, but it's better to be safe than sorry," Leon answered . "We will

eventually train our skills to block attacks and projectiles . So, just focus on
covering all your bases . "

Leon decided to start things safely . First, he put his friends in front of him
and kept them at a safe distance from each other . He would use Water Bullet

to attack; by doing so, Leon would also level up his skills while training his
friends, but then he had an idea .

"To make things interesting, let's add some punishment for those who get hit,"
Leon smirked . "If you get hit, you will have to do fifty push-ups with your
steel weapon on your back . "

After that crazy idea, Leon decided to put how to control time on the list of

crazy things he wanted to learn using mana . It was one hell of a big goal, but
it was better to have big goals to keep himself motivated . Although Leon
wanted to rest, he moved to the place where he would train the survivors after
having breakfast with his friends . Gisela was yet to wake up, but by her
semblance, it looked like she would wake up very soon .



Just as Leon had expected, Gisela woke up in the early afternoon, and
everyone looked pretty happy for her . The use of the skill was a success
because Gisela could even cry again, and that was the first thing she did when
Leon returned .

Master! Thank you very much! Gisela smiled while she let her tears flow .

I presume there is nothing wrong with your eyesight, Am I right? Leon

asked .

Yes! Gisela said .

Good; for the time being, you should rest and pick a weapon to use, Leon
said . Our training sessions start today after dinner .

Just as Leon said, after dinner, they reunited themselves at the training
ground . However, since someone would have to look after Maya while she
sleeps and in case something happens to the city, that day, Gisela and Lennart
stayed behind .

Ugh, I feel sick . Betty moaned while she made an expression of discomfort .

The meat was good… but only eating meat is a bit… Hector looked as if he
was about to throw up .

Congratulations! Your Endurance increased by 1 point .

Congratulations! Your Mana increased by 1 point .



Congratulations! Your Mana increased by 1 point .

While everyone had a hard time eating a single dragon heart, Leon ate three
of them . However, he was also feeling sick, but a few minutes of exercising

should help with that .

So, Leon… how are you going to do this? Sasha asked .

I dont have anything special in mind, lets just focus on the basics and spar
now and then, Leon explained . Moving around with the stomach full wont be
easy . So, lets start doing some strength training .

Even Amanda had more strength than Leon, so he lacked a bit in that aspect .
In any case, just pulling weight wouldnt help them, Leon and the others
needed to gain strength while also training with their weapons . So, Leon
created a copy of everyones weapons made of steel but a lot heavier .

This is… heavy… Amandas face was red while carrying a big steel bow on
her hands and a quiver filled with steel arrows on her back .

Try to move a little while trying to emulate your usual patterns of attacks,
Leon said .

Leon postponed until now, but it was time to regenerate his right leg .
Although he used steel spears to attack most of the time, he would train to use
swords and other weapons since he had them, and to do that; he would need
his other leg . While everyone was busy trying to adjust themselves with the

weight of their training weapons, Leon regenerated his leg . He regretted



doing that while his stomach was still full, but once he confirmed that his leg
was back and totally fine, Leon felt like the suffering had been worth it .

Although Leon had two swords, he wasnt skillful in any way to use both of
them at the same time . So, Leon just created a copy of his katana and made
it heavier . Still, swinging around a weapon like that wouldnt let him learn

anything, it was better to learn how to use it by learning from someone or by

fighting properly .

Well, there isnt anyone here who uses a katana, and right now, everyone is
practicing by themselves to increase their strength and endurance… So, I
guess I should just practice a few simple swings .

Leons weapons helped his friends more than he thought, it was part of their
routine to do some strength training, but now that they had superhuman

strength, it was hard to find new ways to push their muscles to the limit . But
with those weapons, reaching their limits wasnt difficult . In just one hour,
even Hector and Betty, who had a lot of stamina, couldnt move their arms
anymore .

This is kind of refreshing, Hector said, covered in sweat, but smiling . Can
you make an even heavier lance?

I can… but we are not going to do strength training for hours . Leon
answered . It is not good to be a jack of all trades, but I dont think you can
solve everything with physical strength or magic powers alone . We will train

both here, while also training to dodge attacks and projectiles as much as
possible . Speaking of which, we will train now our reaction time and evasive

maneuvers .



Im more like a blocking type so that I will pass on that training, Hector said .

Can you block a meteor? Leon asked .

… Do you think we will face enemies who can summon meteors to attack us?
Hector frowned .

I dont know, just like any of us didnt know that someday our civilization

would be destroyed by dragons, Leon said .

Geez… you are really pessimistic, arent you? Hector asked .

Perhaps, but its better to be safe than sorry, Leon answered . We will

eventually train our skills to block attacks and projectiles . So, just focus on
covering all your bases .

Leon decided to start things safely . First, he put his friends in front of him
and kept them at a safe distance from each other . He would use Water Bullet

to attack; by doing so, Leon would also level up his skills while training his
friends, but then he had an idea .

To make things interesting, lets add some punishment for those who get hit,
Leon smirked . If you get hit, you will have to do fifty push-ups with your
steel weapon on your back .
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"Brother… you are too much of a spartan . " Amanda said . "It won't be more
efficient if we just try to dodge as much as possible instead of wasting time
doing push-ups?"

"That would usually be the case, but since I will heal you guys if I cause even
a small bit of damage, we have to find another way to motivate you," Leon
explained .

"You don't have to heal us; we already used to fight while injured . " Amanda
frowned . "If you attack and damage us, I think it will motivate us more than
enough to dodge the attacks . "

"Well… I guess that's true . " Leon said .

Leon began to shotWater Bullets in fast succession without giving them room
to breathe . Betty and Sasha were the types of soldiers who focused on quick
attacks, so at the start of the session, they had an easy time following and
dodging theWater Bullets . Amanda was also very skillful in that regard since
she was an archer; she had a good eye and could somewhat easily dodge the
Water Bullets with a bare minimum of movement . The only one who was
getting hit almost continually getting hit by the Water Bullets was Hector; his
movements were too rough .Maybe it was due to his personality or due to the

fact that he always fought on the frontline protecting his friends, but he wasn't
good at dodging projectiles .

"Ouch! It hurts like hell!" Hector said .
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Maybe Leon was trying a little hard to hit Hector, but he wouldn't admit that
even if someday hell freezes over . Regardless, even though they managed to
dodge the projectiles for a while, it was hard to keep that level of caution for
such a long time . Eventually, Amanda, Betty, and Sasha began to get hit and
even bleed, so Leon had to stop . He wanted to make his sister even stronger,
but there was no point in injuring her more than the necessary . Even he
didn't grow all that much overnight . The important thing was to keep
improving little by little .

"I guess it's my time to dodge," Leon said . "Who wants to attack first?"

"I will do it! With pleasure!" Hector said .

It looked like Hector noticed that Leon punished him a little for making a
move on his sister while he was away . Regardless, even though Hector
already could use the bullet spell of all elements, he started by using Water

Bullet too . Still, Leon easily dodged his attacks because Hector's target was
obvious .

"This guy… I guess he deserves a real beating . "

Leon recalled the time in high school when he was an idiot, not an intellectual
idiot, but someone, who found fun doing stupid things . When they had

nothing better to do, Leon and Hector played soccer, but not usual soccer .
They played to kick the ball and hit each other's balls . It was truly stupid,
and Hector was trying to do that again .
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Anyway, since Hector was training the four elements equally, the speed and
power of his attacks weren't that awesome yet . Even when he managed to hit
Leon, it only cut a part of his clothes; it didn't even leave a scratch .

"Hector… why are you only aiming at brother's lower half?" Amanda looked
at Hector with cold eyes .

"Haha, don't look at me like that…" Hector forced a smile . "It is just a joke
between men… anyway, I'm out of mana . Who will be next?"

"… I guess I will . " Amanda sighed .

Now Leon had to be a little more careful, Amanda meditated almost every
single day of the last four years since her attacks also depended on her
intelligence . Unlike Hector, who trained all elements equally, Amanda
focused mostly on earth and water . Earth projectiles could stun her targets if
she hits them in the right place, and she also could slow them down with ice .
Leon tasted a bit of those, several times . His mentality was lower than his
sister's intelligence, and since he didn't have a lot of health, her attacks hurt
like hell . Leon also wanted to more or less get used to the tension of fighting
while injured, when he saw his arm bleeding like a fountain, he couldn't help
but heal himself .
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Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Earth Resistance .

You obtained 01 status points .

Leon tried to endure the pain as much as possible, he could use Mana Armor

to block her attacks, but there was no point in training if he does that . Even
though Leon tried to resist as much as possible, Amanda stopped after hitting
him a few times .

"Brother… how much health do you have?" Amanda hesitated .

"Right now, I have twenty-five," Leon answered . "Wearing my armor, I have
seventy-five . "

"Twenty-five?!" Amanda shouted . "Why didn't you increase your health?"

"I didn't need health to cross the ocean; I needed mana," Leon explained . "So,
I focused on increasing my mana and recovery as much as possible . "

"Man… you are insane . " Hector frowned . "I get it that you barely get
wounded, but still… if information about this spreads, you could become the
target of some assassins . "

"Don't worry about that; I have a few tricks to catch them when the time

comes," Leon said .



"I'm sorry, brother . " Amanda lowered her head . "But I can��t keep doing

this while watching getting wounded like that, much less by my hand . "

"… I guess it can't be helped . " Leon sighed . "Even though you are only the
one nearby who can wound me, I guess I will have to train without feeling the
tension . Anyway, I will use a defensive spell, so you can attack me without
worrying about anything . "

Amanda hesitated a little, but once she saw her attacks didn't cause any
damage to Leon, she lost her hesitation, and they resumed their training .

Brother… you are too much of a spartan . Amanda said . It wont be more
efficient if we just try to dodge as much as possible instead of wasting time
doing push-ups?

That would usually be the case, but since I will heal you guys if I cause even
a small bit of damage, we have to find another way to motivate you, Leon
explained .

You dont have to heal us; we already used to fight while injured . Amanda
frowned . If you attack and damage us, I think it will motivate us more than
enough to dodge the attacks .

Well… I guess thats true . Leon said .

Leon began to shotWater Bullets in fast succession without giving them room
to breathe . Betty and Sasha were the types of soldiers who focused on quick
attacks, so at the start of the session, they had an easy time following and
dodging theWater Bullets . Amanda was also very skillful in that regard since



she was an archer; she had a good eye and could somewhat easily dodge the
Water Bullets with a bare minimum of movement . The only one who was
getting hit almost continually getting hit by the Water Bullets was Hector; his
movements were too rough .Maybe it was due to his personality or due to the

fact that he always fought on the frontline protecting his friends, but he wasnt
good at dodging projectiles .

Ouch! It hurts like hell! Hector said .

Maybe Leon was trying a little hard to hit Hector, but he wouldnt admit that
even if someday hell freezes over . Regardless, even though they managed to
dodge the projectiles for a while, it was hard to keep that level of caution for
such a long time . Eventually, Amanda, Betty, and Sasha began to get hit and
even bleed, so Leon had to stop . He wanted to make his sister even stronger,
but there was no point in injuring her more than the necessary . Even he didnt
grow all that much overnight . The important thing was to keep improving
little by little .

I guess its my time to dodge, Leon said . Who wants to attack first?

I will do it! With pleasure! Hector said .

It looked like Hector noticed that Leon punished him a little for making a
move on his sister while he was away . Regardless, even though Hector
already could use the bullet spell of all elements, he started by using Water

Bullet too . Still, Leon easily dodged his attacks because Hectors target was
obvious .

This guy… I guess he deserves a real beating .



Leon recalled the time in high school when he was an idiot, not an intellectual
idiot, but someone, who found fun doing stupid things . When they had

nothing better to do, Leon and Hector played soccer, but not usual soccer .
They played to kick the ball and hit each others balls . It was truly stupid, and
Hector was trying to do that again .

Anyway, since Hector was training the four elements equally, the speed and
power of his attacks werent that awesome yet . Even when he managed to hit
Leon, it only cut a part of his clothes; it didnt even leave a scratch .

Hector… why are you only aiming at brothers lower half? Amanda looked at

Hector with cold eyes .

Haha, dont look at me like that… Hector forced a smile . It is just a joke
between men… anyway, Im out of mana . Who will be next?

… I guess I will . Amanda sighed .

Now Leon had to be a little more careful, Amanda meditated almost every
single day of the last four years since her attacks also depended on her
intelligence . Unlike Hector, who trained all elements equally, Amanda
focused mostly on earth and water . Earth projectiles could stun her targets if
she hits them in the right place, and she also could slow them down with ice .
Leon tasted a bit of those, several times . His mentality was lower than his
sisters intelligence, and since he didnt have a lot of health, her attacks hurt
like hell . Leon also wanted to more or less get used to the tension of fighting
while injured, when he saw his arm bleeding like a fountain, he couldnt help
but heal himself .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Earth Resistance .



You obtained 01 status points .

Leon tried to endure the pain as much as possible, he could use Mana Armor

to block her attacks, but there was no point in training if he does that . Even
though Leon tried to resist as much as possible, Amanda stopped after hitting
him a few times .

Brother… how much health do you have? Amanda hesitated .

Right now, I have twenty-five, Leon answered . Wearing my armor, I have
seventy-five .

Twenty-five?! Amanda shouted . Why didnt you increase your health?

I didnt need health to cross the ocean; I needed mana, Leon explained . So, I
focused on increasing my mana and recovery as much as possible .

Man… you are insane . Hector frowned . I get it that you barely get wounded,
but still… if information about this spreads, you could become the target of
some assassins .

Dont worry about that; I have a few tricks to catch them when the time comes,
Leon said .

Im sorry, brother . Amanda lowered her head . But I can��t keep doing this

while watching getting wounded like that, much less by my hand .



… I guess it cant be helped . Leon sighed . Even though you are only the one
nearby who can wound me, I guess I will have to train without feeling the
tension . Anyway, I will use a defensive spell, so you can attack me without
worrying about anything .

Amanda hesitated a little, but once she saw her attacks didnt cause any

damage to Leon, she lost her hesitation, and they resumed their training .

Novel Chapter 187
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After blocking Amanda, Betty, and Sasha's attacks with Mana Armor for a

few minutes, it was finally time Leon to let them practice their dodge skills

again .

"… I know that I said that I didn't want to hurt you . " Amanda said . "But
attacking and not causing even a scratch is very frustrating . "

"You are never satisfied with anything, dear little sister . " Leon shrugged .
"You can't have everything, you know . "

In any case, they practiced dodging projectiles for another hour . After that,
they started training to block attacks . It wasn't a good idea to block too much
since that kind of thing could damage their weapons and those were their
lifelines in fights against monsters, but sometimes somethings can't be
helped . Anyway, they would try to block magic projectiles with Leon's steel
weapons, so for the time being, that much was fine .



"Be careful; if you make a wrong move, my spells will hit you guys," Leon
warned them . "It won't cause critical damage, but it will hurt like hell .Well,
since today is the first day, let's start the blocking training slowly too . "

Leon shot Water Bullets, and since the weapons were quite heavy and thick,
everyone had an easy time not suffering damage . This time, Hector had a
very easy time since he also had a steel shield that was similar in size to the
shield of dawn .
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"Heh, now we are talking," Hector smirked .

"Good, I guess you can endure the impact of something heavier," Leon said .

Leon shot several Earth Bullets toward Hector, once again, he didn't have any
difficult blocking the projectiles, but he felt his bones trembling every time
the shield got hit . Leon's Earth Bullets could leave dent marks on a steel
shield after all .

"When I said blocking, I didn't say block attacks directly," Leon said . "You
can parry too, you know . Although that is not something you should do if
you have allies nearby, you can't always count that you will have several
people watching your back . "



That was an unpleasant idea, but Leon was right . No one could tell the future;
for the time being, humanity was rebuildings its society, but for how long the

dragons would stay quiet? No one could tell if they are planning to wipe out

humanity once and for all, they definitely had the numbers to do so .

Hector heard Leon's advice and tried to parry the projectiles, it wasn't easy,
but little by little he was getting the hang of it . The others also tried the same,
but it was much easier for them to parry Water Bullets, and Leon wasn't sure
if they could endure even half of the impact of an Earth Bullet . Even though
Leon didn't level up that spell, his other earth-related magic strengthened all
earth-related attacks . So, the damage caused wasn't something to laugh at .
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Much to Leon's surprise, it looked they weren't blocking and parrying the
attacks that easily . After hours of practice, Leon saw that the skin of their

hands was peeling off . Despite that, they didn't complain about it, since
something like that happened many times in the past .

"It is getting late, so let's resume our training today after meditating for one
hour," Leon said .

"What? Already?" Hector frowned . "The training wasn't even that intense…"

"We are just getting started… if you want to, we can jump to the last stage .
" Leon sighed .



"What is the last stage?" Hector asked .
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"Make you fight against my six steel spears," Leon answered . "I practiced
with Sasha a few weeks ago, but even though I went easy and only used one
spear, the impact and the weight of my weapon made her break several bones
of her hand . Are you prepared for that?"

"I guess it can't be helped…" Hector showed a dispirited expression .

"Hey, Leon . " Betty approached . "Can you make a copy of the Dr*g*n
Sl*y*r for me?"

"… Why?" Leon frowned .

"Because I think it would be very cool to have one," Betty said . "After that,
you just have to make the B*rs*rk *rm*r . Wouldn't that be awesome?"

"I don't know how to make magic items yet…" Leon sighed . "Besides, the
original weapon would be too big for you . Even if you weren't so small, it
wouldn't fit your fighting style . "

"I'm not small!" Betty stomped on the floor .



"Yes, yes . You are not small, and I'm Leonardo DiCaprio . " Leon smirked .
"Now, stop complaining and begin to meditate . "

Betty wanted to protest, but noticing that wouldn't lead her to anywhere, she
decided to calm down and meditate . Leon had a point; it wouldn't fit her
fighting style . However, she wanted something so cool even if she wouldn't
use it in a fight . Betty made a mental note to practice her earth magic as
much as possible and then make that weapon herself .

Leon also started to meditate, but he had a hard time doing so since Betty
gave him a very good idea . Now that he healed himself and Gisela, perhaps
it was time to learn how to create magic items . Some items could help them
in their training and if he could replicate magic items from fantasy stories .

"This will be hard since I spent eight hours per day teaching magic to the
people of this city, and I want to train with my friends at least six hours per
day… No, some survivors are already progressing a lot, if I give some
specific teams to some talented individuals, they can teach magic in my
place . But, first . I have to select at least ten mages of each element to do that,
in order to make their job easier . "

Only a couple of months have passed since he started giving those lessons,
but with the exception of teaching Heal, the survivors more or less already
knew what to do . They only needed some supervision… in any case, it was
time for Leon to delegate part of his job .

After blocking Amanda, Betty, and Sashas attacks with Mana Armor for a

few minutes, it was finally time Leon to let them practice their dodge skills

again .



… I know that I said that I didnt want to hurt you . Amanda said . But
attacking and not causing even a scratch is very frustrating .

You are never satisfied with anything, dear little sister . Leon shrugged . You
cant have everything, you know .

In any case, they practiced dodging projectiles for another hour . After that,
they started training to block attacks . It wasnt a good idea to block too much
since that kind of thing could damage their weapons and those were their
lifelines in fights against monsters, but sometimes somethings cant be
helped . Anyway, they would try to block magic projectiles with Leons steel
weapons, so for the time being, that much was fine .

Be careful; if you make a wrong move, my spells will hit you guys, Leon
warned them . It wont cause critical damage, but it will hurt like hell . Well,
since today is the first day, lets start the blocking training slowly too .

Leon shot Water Bullets, and since the weapons were quite heavy and thick,
everyone had an easy time not suffering damage . This time, Hector had a
very easy time since he also had a steel shield that was similar in size to the
shield of dawn .

Heh, now we are talking, Hector smirked .

Good, I guess you can endure the impact of something heavier, Leon said .

Leon shot several Earth Bullets toward Hector, once again, he didnt have any
difficult blocking the projectiles, but he felt his bones trembling every time



the shield got hit . Leons Earth Bullets could leave dent marks on a steel
shield after all .

When I said blocking, I didnt say block attacks directly, Leon said . You can
parry too, you know . Although that is not something you should do if you
have allies nearby, you cant always count that you will have several people
watching your back .

That was an unpleasant idea, but Leon was right . No one could tell the future;
for the time being, humanity was rebuildings its society, but for how long the

dragons would stay quiet? No one could tell if they are planning to wipe out

humanity once and for all, they definitely had the numbers to do so .

Hector heard Leons advice and tried to parry the projectiles, it wasnt easy, but
little by little he was getting the hang of it . The others also tried the same, but
it was much easier for them to parry Water Bullets, and Leon wasnt sure if
they could endure even half of the impact of an Earth Bullet . Even though
Leon didnt level up that spell, his other earth-related magic strengthened all
earth-related attacks . So, the damage caused wasnt something to laugh at .

Much to Leons surprise, it looked they werent blocking and parrying the
attacks that easily . After hours of practice, Leon saw that the skin of their

hands was peeling off . Despite that, they didnt complain about it, since
something like that happened many times in the past .

It is getting late, so lets resume our training today after meditating for one
hour, Leon said .

What? Already? Hector frowned . The training wasnt even that intense…



We are just getting started… if you want to, we can jump to the last stage .
Leon sighed .

What is the last stage? Hector asked .

Make you fight against my six steel spears, Leon answered . I practiced with
Sasha a few weeks ago, but even though I went easy and only used one spear,
the impact and the weight of my weapon made her break several bones of her
hand . Are you prepared for that?

I guess it cant be helped… Hector showed a dispirited expression .

Hey, Leon . Betty approached . Can you make a copy of the Dr*g*n Sl*y*r
for me?

… Why? Leon frowned .

Because I think it would be very cool to have one, Betty said . After that, you
just have to make the B*rs*rk *rm*r . Wouldnt that be awesome?

I dont know how to make magic items yet… Leon sighed . Besides, the
original weapon would be too big for you . Even if you werent so small, it
wouldnt fit your fighting style .

Im not small! Betty stomped on the floor .

Yes, yes . You are not small, and Im Leonardo DiCaprio . Leon smirked .
Now, stop complaining and begin to meditate .



Betty wanted to protest, but noticing that wouldnt lead her to anywhere, she
decided to calm down and meditate . Leon had a point; it wouldnt fit her
fighting style . However, she wanted something so cool even if she wouldnt
use it in a fight . Betty made a mental note to practice her earth magic as
much as possible and then make that weapon herself .

Leon also started to meditate, but he had a hard time doing so since Betty
gave him a very good idea . Now that he healed himself and Gisela, perhaps
it was time to learn how to create magic items . Some items could help them
in their training and if he could replicate magic items from fantasy stories .

This will be hard since I spent eight hours per day teaching magic to the
people of this city, and I want to train with my friends at least six hours per
day… No, some survivors are already progressing a lot, if I give some
specific teams to some talented individuals, they can teach magic in my
place . But, first . I have to select at least ten mages of each element to do that,
in order to make their job easier .

Only a couple of months have passed since he started giving those lessons,
but with the exception of teaching Heal, the survivors more or less already
knew what to do . They only needed some supervision… in any case, it was
time for Leon to delegate part of his job .

Novel Chapter 188
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Leon would have to observe those twenty-five hundred soldiers for a while
before selecting those would substitute him . So, he couldn't rush in order to



avoid problems down the road . Anyway, on the second day of training,
Sasha and Betty stayed behind while Gisela and Lennart joined the others .

Leon had a hard time deciding if it would be a good idea to make Lennart
train his body instead of his spells . By the look of things, he was pretty good
in Area of Effect spells, so perhaps it wasn't a good idea to neglect his
talents .

"Hey, kid . What do you want to do?" Leon asked . "You can train your body
in order to protect yourself without using mana, or you can use mana to
protect yourself . "

"Although I know some spells, I mostly control my attacks directly," Lennart
explained . "I won't be able to do that if I have to move my body too much or
worry about dodging attacks or projectiles . "
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"I guess the option two is better for you then…" Leon said . "In any case, this
won't make things so convenient; you will have to increase your mana pool if
you want to attack and protect yourself at the same time . "

"Yes . " Lennart nodded .

As for Gisela, she said that she wanted to use a greatsword as her primary
weapon . So, in the end, Leon ended up creating a replica of the sword Betty



wanted . Gisela still didn't have a magic weapon, but Leon intended to help
her find one .

"I guess I will have to make a copy for Betty… or she will annoy me . "
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For the time being, they repeated the same training they did on the previous
day while Lennart was trying to learn Mana Armor . Just like it took one
week for Lennart to learn that spell, it took one week to Leon to find those
who would decrease his workload . He would keep teaching survivors now
and then, but he would only focus on those who had the potential to learn
Heal .

In any case, Leon found forty soldiers who learned magic somewhat faster
than the others . Ten of them were more or less specialized in earth magic,
while another group of ten was specialized in water magic and so on… After
negotiating with Sarah, twenty of those forty would be sent all over the world
to teach magic to their allies, while the other half would look after the
survivors who were learning in Las Vegas . Obviously, all of those guys
would be paid for their work . Not only that, but they also wouldn't be forced
to fight and could practice their own spells as much as they want as long as
they teach at least four hours per day .

"Now, this should do… I obtained more six hours where I can use to practice

my spells, learn new ones, or try to develop magic items . "
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Leon knew that relying too much on weapons or overpowered skills was
dangerous, but not having them was equally troublesome in case something

big happens . His friends had to have at least one back-up plan to solve most
situations . So, Leon decided to study how to create magic items .

"Let's see if my skeletons work as a catalyst for the cursed rings . "

Leon created a steel ring and then tried to use the Ring of Sealing to seal his
own skeleton . In the end, it worked . The skeleton disappeared, and the Ring
of Sealing was glowing in purple light as if it was telling Leon that it was
'charged . ' Leon touched the steel ring, and just like that, he imprisoned
spirit of his skeleton was passed to the steel ring, creating a cursed ring .

The test was over, so Leon destroyed the cursed ring since he had no use for
it . According to the documents that only worked on skeletons, but since the
effect added was always the same, Leon had to find a way to ignore the
weakness of that skill . However, the only way to do that was to learn the skill
himself .

"I wonder if the Dragonewt put some limitation on the ring because he was
afraid that William and the others could create amazing magic weapons…
Anyway, I guess it doesn't matter . Skills granted by items always have
limitations, but the limitation of this ring to work on a single type of monster
is too stupid . "



By the look of things, Leon was pretty sure he would have a hard time
learning such skills . The concept of sealing spirits in objects was already an
unpleasant one, and Leon had no idea how to do that . He observed the ring of
sealing working with caution, but even with the whole process happening
inside his Mana Dominion, Leon only noticed one thing: that the mana
consumed to use the ring sucked the monsters into the ring .

"If I learn the spell by myself, Do I have to seal the monster soul inside
myself for a while? Won't that cause some serious problems?"

That was one of Leon's worries, but considering that he had no idea of how to

take a soul from a body yet, that was a problem for the future . While Leon

trained with his friends, he imagined several ways of how the Seal skill

worked, but in the end, the answer was obvious . Leon had to imprison a
monster using his mana and then move its soul . Leon could control his
skeletons, so it was hard to be sure if that skill could also stop monsters from
moving before it's been completely activated . Either way, the thing he had to
do was still the same . Cover a monster's body with his mana and move its
soul to an object .

"Oh, boy… I guess I will have to play Doctor Frankenstein for a while…"

Leon would have to observe those twenty-five hundred soldiers for a while
before selecting those would substitute him . So, he couldnt rush in order to
avoid problems down the road . Anyway, on the second day of training,
Sasha and Betty stayed behind while Gisela and Lennart joined the others .

Leon had a hard time deciding if it would be a good idea to make Lennart
train his body instead of his spells . By the look of things, he was pretty good
in Area of Effect spells, so perhaps it wasnt a good idea to neglect his talents .



Hey, kid . What do you want to do? Leon asked . You can train your body in
order to protect yourself without using mana, or you can use mana to protect
yourself .

Although I know some spells, I mostly control my attacks directly, Lennart
explained . I wont be able to do that if I have to move my body too much or
worry about dodging attacks or projectiles .

I guess the option two is better for you then… Leon said . In any case, this
wont make things so convenient; you will have to increase your mana pool if
you want to attack and protect yourself at the same time .

Yes . Lennart nodded .

As for Gisela, she said that she wanted to use a greatsword as her primary
weapon . So, in the end, Leon ended up creating a replica of the sword Betty
wanted . Gisela still didnt have a magic weapon, but Leon intended to help
her find one .

I guess I will have to make a copy for Betty… or she will annoy me .

For the time being, they repeated the same training they did on the previous
day while Lennart was trying to learn Mana Armor . Just like it took one
week for Lennart to learn that spell, it took one week to Leon to find those
who would decrease his workload . He would keep teaching survivors now
and then, but he would only focus on those who had the potential to learn
Heal .



In any case, Leon found forty soldiers who learned magic somewhat faster
than the others . Ten of them were more or less specialized in earth magic,
while another group of ten was specialized in water magic and so on… After
negotiating with Sarah, twenty of those forty would be sent all over the world
to teach magic to their allies, while the other half would look after the
survivors who were learning in Las Vegas . Obviously, all of those guys
would be paid for their work . Not only that, but they also wouldnt be forced
to fight and could practice their own spells as much as they want as long as
they teach at least four hours per day .

Now, this should do… I obtained more six hours where I can use to practice

my spells, learn new ones, or try to develop magic items .

Leon knew that relying too much on weapons or overpowered skills was
dangerous, but not having them was equally troublesome in case something

big happens . His friends had to have at least one back-up plan to solve most
situations . So, Leon decided to study how to create magic items .

Lets see if my skeletons work as a catalyst for the cursed rings .

Leon created a steel ring and then tried to use the Ring of Sealing to seal his
own skeleton . In the end, it worked . The skeleton disappeared, and the Ring
of Sealing was glowing in purple light as if it was telling Leon that it was
charged . Leon touched the steel ring, and just like that, he imprisoned spirit
of his skeleton was passed to the steel ring, creating a cursed ring .

The test was over, so Leon destroyed the cursed ring since he had no use for
it . According to the documents that only worked on skeletons, but since the
effect added was always the same, Leon had to find a way to ignore the
weakness of that skill . However, the only way to do that was to learn the skill
himself .



I wonder if the Dragonewt put some limitation on the ring because he was
afraid that William and the others could create amazing magic weapons…
Anyway, I guess it doesnt matter . Skills granted by items always have
limitations, but the limitation of this ring to work on a single type of monster
is too stupid .

By the look of things, Leon was pretty sure he would have a hard time
learning such skills . The concept of sealing spirits in objects was already an
unpleasant one, and Leon had no idea how to do that . He observed the ring of
sealing working with caution, but even with the whole process happening
inside his Mana Dominion, Leon only noticed one thing: that the mana
consumed to use the ring sucked the monsters into the ring .

If I learn the spell by myself, Do I have to seal the monster soul inside myself
for a while? Wont that cause some serious problems?

That was one of Leons worries, but considering that he had no idea of how to

take a soul from a body yet, that was a problem for the future . While Leon

trained with his friends, he imagined several ways of how the Seal skill

worked, but in the end, the answer was obvious . Leon had to imprison a
monster using his mana and then move its soul . Leon could control his
skeletons, so it was hard to be sure if that skill could also stop monsters from
moving before its been completely activated . Either way, the thing he had to
do was still the same . Cover a monsters body with his mana and move its
soul to an object .

Oh, boy… I guess I will have to play Doctor Frankenstein for a while…

Novel Chapter 189



Chapter 189: 189

Everyone frowned when they saw that Leon had moved a Desert Wolf to the
underground training arena . Not only that, but Leon also covered the poor
monster with steel in order not to let the creature move . It was a monster, but
it was kind of cruel to treat a living creature like that .

"Brother… what exactly you intend to do with that?" Amanda frowned .

"I will keep it as my cat," Leon smirked . "I call him the bloodthirsty kitty . "

"I think that is a bit too big to be called kitty…" Hector frowned .

"Brother…" Amanda said .
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"I'm joking; I want to use it as a test subject for the new skill I want to learn,"
Leon explained . "Anyway, I don't like doing this either . So, don't complain
too much . "

Ten days had passed since Leon, and his friends started to train together; their
strength grew a few points, so the weapons were beginning to feel less
heavy . So, Leon decided that it was time to spar with them .



"Your steel weapons aren't sharp like your real ones, but they are heavy,"
Leon warned them . "If you are not careful, you will end up breaking several
bones . "

"Brother, I cannot spar with a fake bow," Amanda said .

"Well, you just need to use one hand to aim your spells correctly," Leon said .
"So, try to use them as if they were your arrows . Anyway, you guys know
themselves better than I do . So, try to spar while trying to improve your own
fighting style . I'm a mage who likes to block attacks, so I don't think my
advice will help melee fighters and archers . "
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In order to increase their combat experience, Leon wanted to let everyone
spar with everyone . In the close distance, Hector would have an advantage
over Amanda, but that kind of situation would be a valuable experience if
someday Amanda sees herself in a similar situation . The same could be
applied to Hector; spells could be used faster than arrows, so he would have
to think twice before charging like a bull .

The first ones to spar would be Betty and Sasha . Although both of them used

two weapons, their fighting style was quite different . Leon noticed that when
Betty charged to attack first . Like always, she moved to attack the target's
vital points, but without her daggers, she couldn't teleport . So, Sasha blocked
her steel dagger that was aiming toward her shoulder . Sasha used her weigh,
making Betty pass by her a little and destroyed her stance . However, the



swing of her short sword had been easy to read . The attack that she aimed at
Betty's rib cage had been evaded since she used her other dagger to block and
buy some time .

In the past, Sasha and Betty didn't interact all that much, even though they
went to the same school . Despite that and their different personalities, they
were becoming close friends . So, that was why they weren't aiming at their
vitals . They were only trying to cause some damage to make the battle end .
However, since the weapons were heavy, they weren't fast enough to land
any clean hit .

Anyway, Betty's fighting style focused on offense . She used her speed and
teleportation to catch the enemies by surprise and killing them without letting
them notice what happened . Meanwhile, Sasha's was a bit more tactical .
She focused on dodging a bit too much, but she was good at making enemies
drop their stances .
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Just observing wasn't enough, but watching people fighting up close, it was
also a good way for Leon to learn how to fight without relying on magic
alone . Just like everyone else, it was better to develop his own fighting
style . Still…

"This is bad…"



Although the weapons, made everyone slower, they were still way faster than
Leon could move using his steel katana… even Gisela was already faster than
him, swinging a humongous greatsword .

"I need to run to increase my speed and stamina . "

Leon thought that sparring with his friends would be a good idea, it indeed
was, but since the difference in their related physical status was so big, that
Leon would only make a fool out of himself . Leon would train alone for a
while before he finally reaches a level where he can spar with his friends
without using magic .

Anyway, the spar between Sasha and Betty lasted until Leon saw their hands

bleeding . Blocking and parrying attacks still didn't completely nullify the
power and weight behind the attacks . So, Leon was the one who had to stop
to heal their broken bones .

"You guys are more hardcore than I thought…" Leon frowned . "But, I guess
that shows that you want to get stronger . "

The next spar was between Hector and Amanda . Much to Leon's surprise,
they didn't fool around just because they were married . Even though Hector
was an idiot and his little sister was still young, they knew the times to act

seriously and the times to play around with each other . Since they trained
together since the very beginning, their speed was more or less the same, and
they knew each other moving patterns very well .

Hector charged with his shield and lance raised, but Amanda jumped
backward while attacking Hector's legs with Ice Bullets to slow him down . It
worked, since Hector's shield couldn't protect his entire body, but not for



long . Using his eyes, Hector predicted the places Amanda wanted to hit and
parried the projectiles with his lance as he charged again . Unfortunately, that
tactic wouldn't work forever . He couldn't parry and attack at the same time;
Hector noticed that when Amanda entered his lance's range and tried to hit
her, but then saw her pointing her right hand toward his face . Both of them
stopped; it was a draw .

Everyone frowned when they saw that Leon had moved a Desert Wolf to the
underground training arena . Not only that, but Leon also covered the poor
monster with steel in order not to let the creature move . It was a monster, but
it was kind of cruel to treat a living creature like that .

Brother… what exactly you intend to do with that? Amanda frowned .

I will keep it as my cat, Leon smirked . I call him the bloodthirsty kitty .

I think that is a bit too big to be called kitty… Hector frowned .

Brother… Amanda said .

Im joking; I want to use it as a test subject for the new skill I want to learn,
Leon explained . Anyway, I dont like doing this either . So, dont complain
too much .

Ten days had passed since Leon, and his friends started to train together; their
strength grew a few points, so the weapons were beginning to feel less
heavy . So, Leon decided that it was time to spar with them .



Your steel weapons arent sharp like your real ones, but they are heavy, Leon
warned them . If you are not careful, you will end up breaking several bones .

Brother, I cannot spar with a fake bow, Amanda said .

Well, you just need to use one hand to aim your spells correctly, Leon said .
So, try to use them as if they were your arrows . Anyway, you guys know
themselves better than I do . So, try to spar while trying to improve your own
fighting style . Im a mage who likes to block attacks, so I dont think my
advice will help melee fighters and archers .

In order to increase their combat experience, Leon wanted to let everyone
spar with everyone . In the close distance, Hector would have an advantage
over Amanda, but that kind of situation would be a valuable experience if
someday Amanda sees herself in a similar situation . The same could be
applied to Hector; spells could be used faster than arrows, so he would have
to think twice before charging like a bull .

The first ones to spar would be Betty and Sasha . Although both of them used

two weapons, their fighting style was quite different . Leon noticed that when
Betty charged to attack first . Like always, she moved to attack the targets
vital points, but without her daggers, she couldnt teleport . So, Sasha blocked
her steel dagger that was aiming toward her shoulder . Sasha used her weigh,
making Betty pass by her a little and destroyed her stance . However, the
swing of her short sword had been easy to read . The attack that she aimed at
Bettys rib cage had been evaded since she used her other dagger to block and
buy some time .

In the past, Sasha and Betty didnt interact all that much, even though they
went to the same school . Despite that and their different personalities, they



were becoming close friends . So, that was why they werent aiming at their
vitals . They were only trying to cause some damage to make the battle end .
However, since the weapons were heavy, they werent fast enough to land any
clean hit .

Anyway, Bettys fighting style focused on offense . She used her speed and
teleportation to catch the enemies by surprise and killing them without letting
them notice what happened . Meanwhile, Sashas was a bit more tactical . She
focused on dodging a bit too much, but she was good at making enemies drop
their stances .

Just observing wasnt enough, but watching people fighting up close, it was
also a good way for Leon to learn how to fight without relying on magic
alone . Just like everyone else, it was better to develop his own fighting
style . Still…

This is bad…

Although the weapons, made everyone slower, they were still way faster than
Leon could move using his steel katana… even Gisela was already faster than
him, swinging a humongous greatsword .

I need to run to increase my speed and stamina .

Leon thought that sparring with his friends would be a good idea, it indeed
was, but since the difference in their related physical status was so big, that
Leon would only make a fool out of himself . Leon would train alone for a
while before he finally reaches a level where he can spar with his friends
without using magic .



Anyway, the spar between Sasha and Betty lasted until Leon saw their hands

bleeding . Blocking and parrying attacks still didnt completely nullify the
power and weight behind the attacks . So, Leon was the one who had to stop
to heal their broken bones .

You guys are more hardcore than I thought… Leon frowned . But, I guess
that shows that you want to get stronger .

The next spar was between Hector and Amanda . Much to Leons surprise,
they didnt fool around just because they were married . Even though Hector
was an idiot and his little sister was still young, they knew the times to act

seriously and the times to play around with each other . Since they trained
together since the very beginning, their speed was more or less the same, and
they knew each other moving patterns very well .

Hector charged with his shield and lance raised, but Amanda jumped
backward while attacking Hectors legs with Ice Bullets to slow him down . It
worked, since Hectors shield couldnt protect his entire body, but not for
long . Using his eyes, Hector predicted the places Amanda wanted to hit and
parried the projectiles with his lance as he charged again . Unfortunately, that
tactic wouldnt work forever . He couldnt parry and attack at the same time;
Hector noticed that when Amanda entered his lances range and tried to hit her,
but then saw her pointing her right hand toward his face . Both of them
stopped; it was a draw .
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In the end, Hector and Amanda sparred several times, but it always ended in
a draw . As her older brother, Leon watched that while showing a fed-up
expression . Hector and Amanda were so in sync that he felt that it was
annoying .

"At least pretend that you are happy for them…" Betty frowned . "You can't
find many married couples that knew each other so well, you know .
Unfortunately, you lost the chance to protect your sister from 'bad guys . '"

"… It's easier said than done . " Leon sighed . "I'm trying to be as

understanding as possible, but acting like the disapproving parents of a
teenager comes so naturally that I can't help it . "

"At least your sister is more understanding than you in that regard…"Betty
sighed .

Both Leon and Hector weren't stupid kids anymore, but it was still hard for
Leon to recognize Hector in that regard . However, Leon was also aware that
he was a bit childish too . Just like Hector tried to hit his balls using Water

Bullets, Leon didn't go easy on him on the dodging training .

Anyway, after a few minutes, their sparring time finally ended . It was finally
Leon's time, but he was ready to withdraw his participation . It was a bit
embarrassing, assuming that, but it was necessary .
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"Sorry, guys . But we will skip my turn . " Leon said . "Without using magic,
I'm not fast enough while using such heavy weapon . "

"Then, use magic," Betty said . "As you said, we should cover our bases, but
we shouldn't ignore our strengths either . "

"Just make sure to keep your defensive spells activated," Amanda said . "With

such low health, this weapon may end up killing you . "

"That's right," Sasha added .

"Don't give excuses and fight like a man," Hector smirked .

Leon sighed, putting Hector's childish provocations aside, it was pain for
Leon to see his friends treating him as if he was made of glass . However, it
couldn't be helped . In comparison to how much damage his friends could

receive, Leon indeed seemed like he was made of glass .
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"All right, then, let's do this," Leon said .

Using some earth under his feet to increase his speed, Leon readied himself .
Betty would be the first one to spar with him, and she looked like she was
ready to kick his ass . Betty charged aiming one of her daggers toward Leon's
stomach, Leon blocked the attack, but that had been just a diversion . He had



to use both hands to wield the katana and thus to prevent the attack .
Meanwhile, Betty still had one hand free .

Betty used her free hand and dagger to attack Leon's ribcage, but he jumped
backward before the attack could land… as expected, aside from the strain on

his arms due to the weight of the steel katana, the spar wasn't that difficult .
Leon's Mana Armor even was blocking the damage Leon would usually
receive by blocking the attack of two very heavy weapons…

"I have to increase my strength and speed as soon as possible… otherwise,
this training won't have any meaning . "

In any case, Leon didn't have the strength to swing the katana skillfully . So,
he always had to use two hands to block an attack that Betty used a single
hand . In the end, neither of them received all that much damage since Leon

was always on the defense . They only tired their muscles out…
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"So boring…" Hector said .

"Shut up… this isn't a spectacle . " Leon sighed .

After that, Sasha and Amanda sparred . But the result was more or like the
time Amanda sparred with Hector; they knew each other moves well . So, no
one managed to defeat the other or even land a clean hit . Then, it was time



for Leon versus Hector . But Leon could only sigh since Hector was grinning
from ear to ear . His objective was obvious, defeat the man who once was his
best friend but now was acting like a disapproving parent . Hector knew that

with Leon's pride, he couldn't bring himself to cheat, so he was having the
chance of his life to kick Leon's ass .

Hector charged with both his shield and lance raised, Leon could fly around
using earth magic, but for experience���s sake, he only used that to make
him run faster in order to keep up with the same pace of the others . Still, only
that hadn't been enough . Hector tried to knock Leon out using the massive
weight of his shield added with his charge, but he ended up stopping because
he saw Leon moving his hands as if he would use magic . Hector prepared
himself, but no magic projectile came, instead of that, he heard Leon's
approach and the sound of his voice making an effort . Leon swung his katana
with all his might hitting Hector's shield, even though he didn't have all that
much physical strength, the impact made Hector tremble for a few seconds .

"Hey…" Hector protested .

"I didn't use magic," Leon said .

"So sneaky…" Hector looked away .

"So naïve . " Leon smirked .

It looked like Hector, and the others weren't used to such tricks, it was
probably because monsters wouldn't fall for them . Still, Leon wanted them to

understand that someday… monsters wouldn't be their only enemies .



The first feint worked, but Hector was determined not to fall for the second .
Leon was aware of that; he had to be more convincing .When Hector charged

again, this time with his spear ready to hit the target, Leon created a Fireball
above himself and made it move a little . Hector stopped and hurried to block
the attack with the steel shield, but once again . He only received the impact
of Leon's katana hitting his shield .

"Leon really likes to play dirty, huh?" Betty said .

"I'm kind of surprised myself…" Sasha added .

"Brother…" Amanda looked at Leon reproachfully .

In the end, Hector and Amanda sparred several times, but it always ended in
a draw . As her older brother, Leon watched that while showing a fed-up
expression . Hector and Amanda were so in sync that he felt that it was
annoying .

At least pretend that you are happy for them… Betty frowned . You cant find
many married couples that knew each other so well, you know .
Unfortunately, you lost the chance to protect your sister from bad guys .

… Its easier said than done . Leon sighed . Im trying to be as understanding

as possible, but acting like the disapproving parents of a teenager comes so
naturally that I cant help it .

At least your sister is more understanding than you in that regard…Betty
sighed .



Both Leon and Hector werent stupid kids anymore, but it was still hard for
Leon to recognize Hector in that regard . However, Leon was also aware that
he was a bit childish too . Just like Hector tried to hit his balls using Water

Bullets, Leon didnt go easy on him on the dodging training .

Anyway, after a few minutes, their sparring time finally ended . It was finally
Leons time, but he was ready to withdraw his participation . It was a bit
embarrassing, assuming that, but it was necessary .

Sorry, guys . But we will skip my turn . Leon said . Without using magic, Im
not fast enough while using such heavy weapon .

Then, use magic, Betty said . As you said, we should cover our bases, but we
shouldnt ignore our strengths either .

Just make sure to keep your defensive spells activated, Amanda said . With

such low health, this weapon may end up killing you .

Thats right, Sasha added .

Dont give excuses and fight like a man, Hector smirked .

Leon sighed, putting Hectors childish provocations aside, it was pain for Leon
to see his friends treating him as if he was made of glass . However, it couldnt
be helped . In comparison to how much damage his friends could receive,
Leon indeed seemed like he was made of glass .

All right, then, lets do this, Leon said .



Using some earth under his feet to increase his speed, Leon readied himself .
Betty would be the first one to spar with him, and she looked like she was
ready to kick his ass . Betty charged aiming one of her daggers toward Leons
stomach, Leon blocked the attack, but that had been just a diversion . He had
to use both hands to wield the katana and thus to prevent the attack .
Meanwhile, Betty still had one hand free .

Betty used her free hand and dagger to attack Leons ribcage, but he jumped
backward before the attack could land… as expected, aside from the strain on

his arms due to the weight of the steel katana, the spar wasnt that difficult .
Leons Mana Armor even was blocking the damage Leon would usually
receive by blocking the attack of two very heavy weapons…

I have to increase my strength and speed as soon as possible… otherwise, this
training wont have any meaning .

In any case, Leon didnt have the strength to swing the katana skillfully . So,
he always had to use two hands to block an attack that Betty used a single
hand . In the end, neither of them received all that much damage since Leon

was always on the defense . They only tired their muscles out…

So boring… Hector said .

Shut up… this isnt a spectacle . Leon sighed .

After that, Sasha and Amanda sparred . But the result was more or like the
time Amanda sparred with Hector; they knew each other moves well . So, no
one managed to defeat the other or even land a clean hit . Then, it was time
for Leon versus Hector . But Leon could only sigh since Hector was grinning
from ear to ear . His objective was obvious, defeat the man who once was his



best friend but now was acting like a disapproving parent . Hector knew that

with Leons pride, he couldnt bring himself to cheat, so he was having the
chance of his life to kick Leons ass .

Hector charged with both his shield and lance raised, Leon could fly around
using earth magic, but for experience���s sake, he only used that to make
him run faster in order to keep up with the same pace of the others . Still, only
that hadnt been enough . Hector tried to knock Leon out using the massive
weight of his shield added with his charge, but he ended up stopping because
he saw Leon moving his hands as if he would use magic . Hector prepared
himself, but no magic projectile came, instead of that, he heard Leons
approach and the sound of his voice making an effort . Leon swung his katana
with all his might hitting Hectors shield, even though he didnt have all that
much physical strength, the impact made Hector tremble for a few seconds .

Hey… Hector protested .

I didnt use magic, Leon said .

So sneaky… Hector looked away .

So naïve . Leon smirked .

It looked like Hector, and the others werent used to such tricks, it was
probably because monsters wouldnt fall for them . Still, Leon wanted them to

understand that someday… monsters wouldnt be their only enemies .

The first feint worked, but Hector was determined not to fall for the second .
Leon was aware of that; he had to be more convincing .When Hector charged



again, this time with his spear ready to hit the target, Leon created a Fireball
above himself and made it move a little . Hector stopped and hurried to block
the attack with the steel shield, but once again . He only received the impact
of Leons katana hitting his shield .

Leon really likes to play dirty, huh? Betty said .

Im kind of surprised myself… Sasha added .

Brother… Amanda looked at Leon reproachfully .
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